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"De pilo pendet. "'
I. INTRODUCTION
In one of the most serious acts of air rage to date, a British Airways flight en
route to Nairobi, Kenya began a sudden, rapid, 5,000 foot-per-minute descent.2 The
descent occurred when the autopilot disengaged because a passenger entered the
cockpit and fought with the flight crew. 3 The crew restrained the man with the help
of several passengers and recovered control of the aircraft only after it dropped
10,000 feet.4 Of the nearly 400 passengers aboard the Boeing 747-400, only five
sustained injuries, but if the incident lasted longer, the results may have been
catastrophic.
5
In a similar act of air rage, Jonathan Burton, a nineteen year-old man, went
"berserk" on a recent flight to Salt Lake City, Utah.6 He stormed the cockpit
screaming "I can fly this plane!",7 He knocked over at least one passenger before
being restrained by eight others.8 Upon landing, Burton was unconscious and was
later pronounced dead.9 Physicians discovered that he suffered from numerous
bruises and blunt trauma as a result of the actions of those who subdued him, which
resulted in compressional asphyxia.'° Prosecutors determined that the crew and the
passengers acted reasonably and no charges were filed."
1. "We've reached the critical stage." EUGENE EHRLICH, AMo, AMAS, AMAT AND MORE 103 (1985).
2. See Air Rage Incident Sends BA 747 Into Dive, AVIATxON DAILY, Jan. 2, 2001, available at 2001 WL
8893745 (copy on file with The Transnational Lawyer).
3. See id.
4. See id. (claiming that the crew and passengers suffered bites and bruises while subduing the crazed man).
5. See id. (stating that had the crew and passengers delayed in subduing him, the aircraft would have flipped
on its back with no chance of recovery).
6. See Timothy Roche, Homicide in the Sky, TIME, Oct 2,2000.
7. Id.
8. See id.
9. See id. (noting that when the plane landed, it appeared that Burton died as a result of a heart attack); see
also Prosecutors Won't Charge Passengers Who May Have Suffocated Air Rage Victim, AIRLINE INDUSTRY
INFORMATION, Dec. 21, 2000, available at 2000 WL 29122009 (copy on file with The Transnational Lawyer).
10. See Roche, supra note 6.
11. See Associated Press, In Flight Provocation?, ABC NEWS, at http:llwww.abcnews.go.com/sections/
us/DailyNews/planeOO029.htm (Sept. 29, 2000) (copy on file with The TransnationalLawyer) (questioning whether
Burton was provoked).
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Jonathon Burton's story was highly publicized because of its bizarre
circumstances and tragic outcome.12 However, many instances of air rage go
unreported and the statistics for reported cases are often unreliable.1 3 Furthermore,
because some countries have neither the means nor the legislation to pursue
offenders, reporting an unruly passenger is often not a means to justice.14 Efforts to
curb incidents of air rage, including corporate policies, previous international15
treaties, trade union conferences and lobbying measures, have been ineffectual. Air
rage and unruly passenger disturbances are relatively recent issues and the scope of
current legislation must be broadened to address these issues on an international
level.
1 6
Prosecution of air rage offenders is hindered by the existence of countries that
lack legislation to pursue air rage offenders and questions regarding which country
has jurisdiction over unruly or disruptive passengers. 17 The more widespread local
12. See J. Lynn Lunsford, Disruptive Passengers Death Heightens Concern Over 'Air Rage,' DALLAS
MORNING NEwS, Sept. 22, 2000 (questioning whether the next level for an air rage remedy would be a stun gun);
see also Flight Attendants May Have Antagonized Man in Fatal Air Rage Incident, AIRLINE INDUSTRY
INFORMATION, Sept. 29, 2000, available at 2000 WL 4778642 (exposing that the flight attendants may have
antagonized Burton after an initial outburst); see also 'Air Rage' Youth 'Killed by Fellow Passengers,' AIRWISE
NEws, Sept. 16, 2000, available at http://news.airwise.com/stories/2000/09/969146121.html (copy on file with The
Transnational Lawyer) (explaining the autopsy report of Burton classified death as homicide); see also Simon
Davis, Passengers Kill Air Rage Man, THE DAILY TELEGRAPH, Sept. 19, 2000, available at 2000 WL 26928185
(stating Burton had no prior history of violence); see also Jeff Wise, Dead On Arrival, MAXIM ONLINE, at
http:/lwww.maximonline.comlarticlesldefault.asp?articleid=38884 (last visited Mar. 20,2001) (copy on file with
Transnational Lawyer) (formulating a precise reconstruction of events detailing Flight 1763, the fateful final flight
of Mr. Burton).
13. See Pilots Seek Ways to Cope with 'Crime in a Can,' AVIATION DAILY, Aug. 17,2000, at 3, available
at 2000 WL 9305157 [hereinafter 'Crime in a Can'] (discussing air rage from a commercial pilot's perspective);
see also Steve Luckey, Air Rage, AIR LINE PILOT, Sept. 2000, at 18, available at http://www.alpa.
org/internet/alp/sept00pl8.htm (copy on file with The Transnational Lawyer) (claiming that "[p]ossibly only ten
percent of the actual incidents that occur ever get reported").
14. See Jiefang Huang, ICAO Study Group Examines the Legal Issues Related to UnrulyAirline Passengers,
ICAO JOURNAL, March 2001, at 18.
15. See RobertBoret al., Survey of World'sAirlines Highlights VariousApproaches to Handling Disruptive
Passengers, ICAO JOURNAL, March 2001, at 21 (detailing the results of an air rage survey of over 200 airlines).
"Most airlines would welcome a united response to the problem of air rage... ICAO and IATA have important
roles to play in devising policy guidelines." Id. at 30.
16. See id. (discussing the results of the 1999 survey and the need for formulating policies for dealing with
these air rage occurrences).
17. See E-mail from Denis Chagnon, External Relations and Public Information Office for the International
Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), to William P. Schwab (Jan. 3, 2001, 10:43:33 PST) (copy on file with The
Transnational Lawyer) (citing ICAO Public Information Paper Topic: Unruly Passengers, regarding complexities
of jurisdiction and classifying offenses); see also British Man Fails to Serve US Sentence for Air Rage Incident,
AIRLINE INDUSTRY INFORMATION, Sept. 11, 2000, available at 2000 WL 4778373 (finding a recent U.S. conviction
of a British man for a case of air rage raises the question of whether he can be extradited to the United States to
serve his sentence); see also Associated Press, Briton Convicted In Air Rage Assault Skips Punishment, SF GATE
(Sept. 8, 2000), at http:llwww.sfgate.comlcgi-bin/article.cgi?file=lnewslarchivel20...Inationall 139 EDT0571.DT
(copy on file with The Transnational Lawyer) (discussing the punishment a British man faces after failing to return
to the United States to serve a six-month sentence for assaulting a flight attendant); see also Briton Extradited Over
'Air Rage' Attack, ANANOVA (Nov. 9, 2000), at http:llwww.ananova.comlnewsstorylsm1 10573.html (copy on
file with The Transnational Lawyer) (discussing to the contrary in a separate case a British man was extradited to
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legislation allowing criminal offenses to be prosecuted in the state of landing, the
safer air travel will become.' 8 However, an alternative to widespread local
legislation to address jurisdictional issues is a new international treaty or
modification of existing treaties. 19
This Comment focuses on the need to standardize and unify legislation for
international air travel disturbances or interference by passengers. Part II analyzes
the effect of air rage disturbances on passengers and employees, discusses flight
safety, and outlines initial efforts to combat air rage. Part III examines the history
and limits of various international conventions developed to address penal issues in
world-wide air travel offenses. Part IV discusses problems inherent in prosecuting
international acts of air rage. Part V proposes the existence of a need for a new
international convention to address issues dealing with air rage, using models
proposed from leading organizations. Finally, Part VI focuses on current efforts to
close the jurisdiction gap left open by prior treaties.
II. THE EFFECTS OF AIR RAGE
The terms "unruly" or "disruptive" are often used to define air rage.20
Passengers who commit "air rage" are those who disturb the good order and
discipline on board aircraft.2 ' A passenger who fails to respect the rules of conduct
or follow the instructions of crew members on board an aircraft may be deemed to
have committed air rage.22 Incidents of air rage are not peculiar to one group of
Spain to stand trial for an assault charge against a stewardess).
18. See INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION ORGANIZATION, UNRULY PASSENGERS para 1.1 (Working Paper
No. A33-wp/102, 2001).
19. See INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION ORGANIZATION, ACrS OR OFFENSES OF CONCERN TO THE
INTRNATIONAL AVIATION COMMUNITY AND NOT COVERED BY EXISTING AIR LAW INSTRUMENTS (UNRULY
PASSENGERS) para. 2.1 (Working PaperNo. A33-WP/35, 2001) [hereinafter ICAO Working PaperNo. A33-WP/35]
(establishing the legal mechanisms available for addressing the problem of air rage offenders, including an
amendment to the Tokyo Convention of 1963, a new treaty, improved local legislation, or a combination of the
above).
20. See id. at para. 1.2; see also Nancy Lee Firak & Kimberly A. Schmaltz, Air Rage: Choice of Law for
Intentional Torts Occurring in Flight Over International Waters, 63 ALB. L. REV. 1, 8 (1999) (defining air rage,
or sky rage, as intentional acts that endanger the flight crew, other passengers, and/or the safety of the aircraft); see
also Keith Sinclair, Anger is the Emotion of the Century, THE HERALD, Aug. 10, 2001, available at 2001 WL
24574823 (discussing how air rage is caused by impatient passengers); see also Tom Zoellner, Don't Get Even, Get
Mad, MEN'S HEALTH, Nov. 2000, at 56 (intimating that "air rage" is a high-altitude version of road rage where an
individual drives their car in a menacing and threatening manner, and may commit serious property or personal
damage).
21. See ICAO Working Paper No. A33-WP/35, supra note 19, at 1.2.
22. See id.; see also Bor, et a. , supra note 15, at 30 (outlining the possible causes of air rage in the order
of significance: alcohol consumption, personality of passenger, flight delay, stress of travel, smoking ban, seating
discomfort, denial of carry-on bag, excessive passenger expectation, mishandling of a passenger's problem, and
denial of request for upgrade).
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people or to one location in the world.23 Instead, incidents of air rage are committed
by all ages, all class types, and by people from many different countries.24 Air rage
is a global problem, affecting passengers and airlines from the United States, the
United Kingdom, Australia, China, the Middle East, and beyond.2 Statistics show
international disruptive passenger incidents involving potential air rage have
increased 300-600 percent since 1996.26
Disruptive non-violent acts are also on the rise, causing the need for prosecution
of these less serious incidents as acts of air rage.27 As consideration for our fellow
23. See Passenger 83, in Attack on Air Crew, SCoTnsH DAiLY REcoRD, August 28, 2001, at 3, available
at 2001 WL 26433813 (presenting the case of an 83 year-old woman who attacked two Canadian air crew members
causing the diversion and emergency landing of their plane bound for Britain).
24. See R.E.M. Guitarist Denies Air Rage, CHICAGO SuN-TIMES, July 31, 2001, at 47 (discussing R.E.M.
guitarist pleading innocent in a London court after arrest for an alleged air rage incident); see also Airrage Man On
RSO0 Bail, SOUTH AFRICAN PRESS ASSOCIATION, August 28,2001, available at 2001 WL 26111347 (describing
a knife brandishing incident and subsequent arrest ofa diagnosed paranoid schizophrenic heavy machinery operator
who threatened a flight attendant when he was refused a drink).
25. See Ralph Riegel, Soldier the Height of Heroism, IRISH INDEPENDENT ONLINE (Oct. 6, 2000), at
http:l/www.independent.ie1200012791d14q.shtml (copy on file with The Transnational Lawyer) (discussing an
incident where an off-duty Irish soldier handcuffed a dangerously drunk passenger at the request of the Japan Air
Lines (JAL) crew on a flight from Australia); see also Associated Press,Australian Teenager gets Jail In Singapore
afterAirRage Incident, SF GATE (Oct. 11,2000), athttp://www.sfgate.comcgi-bin/artice.cgi? file=/newslarchiv...I
intemationa10525EDT0485.DT (copy on file with The TransnationalLawyer) (detailing head-butt incidentbetween
passengers); see also Drunks Spark Hijack Scare on Chinese Flight, INDEPENDENTNEWSPAPERS (Sept. 8,2000),
at http://www.iol.co.za (copy on file with The Transnational Lawyer) (noting the arrest of two drunken men on a
China Southern Airlines Flight); see also Air Rage Incidents Affect Flights Landing in Egypt, AIRLIN INDUSTRY
INFORMATION, July 20, 2000, available at 2000 WL 4777712 (comparing two incidents aboard Turkish Airlines
flights bound for Egypt).
26. See 'Crime in a Can,' supra note 13; see also Bryon Okada, Air Rage Declines in the U.S. Despite
Global Surge, FoRT WoRTH STAR-TELEGRAM, July 7, 2000 (citing an International Transport Workers Federation
report stating worldwide incidents of air rage increased to 5,415 in 1997, up from 1,132 in 1994); see alsoAirRage
City, SCOTTISH DAILY RECORD, Aug. 8, 2001, at 13, available at 2001 WL 26431218 (defining Las Vegas as the
air rage capital of the world with up to 10 incidents per week).
27. See British Man and Woman Arrested for Engaging in Sexual Activities on American Airlines Flight,
AIRLINE INDUSTRY INFORMATION, Oct. 6, 1999, available at 1999 WL 10470899 (detailing an arrest and charge
under the new U.K. air rage laws for conduct causing harassment, alarm or distress for sexual activities in full view
of other passengers); see also International Case Notes and Commentaries, Update and News from Australia, THE
AVIATION QUARTERLY (July 2000) (finding recent indications that courts may hand down severe sentences for cell
phone use by citing a 12 month imprisonment sentence in the UK for a man refusing to switch off his cell phone
during an international flight); see also British Men Jailed for Airtours Air Rage Incident, AIRLINE INDUSTRY
INFORMATION, Oct. 13, 2000, available at 2000 WL 4778865 (citing a case where verbally abusive language was
sufficient to land two men in jail on a flight from Spain to England); see also Men Plead Guilty to Aer Lingus 'Air
Rage' Incident, RTE NEWS ONLINE (Nov. 8, 2000), at http:llwww.rte.ie/newsl2000/1108/flight.html (copy on file
with The Transnational Lawyer) (explaining the incident of two men on a vacation flight from Boston to Ireland
that were "merely a nuisance" and a "cause of general anxiety" after they were refused further alcohol). Concern
also arose when acts of a fractious animal on board interfered with a flight. See Reuters, U.S. Officials Investigate
Case of Flying Pig (Oct. 30, 2000), at http://dailynews.yahoo.com//nm/20001030/od/airlines.-pig-dc. .html (copy
on file with The Transnational Lawyer) (intimating a disturbing digression from air rage cases where FAA
inspectors investigated the rare case of a 300 pound pig actually flying nothing less than first class). It went 'hog
wild' as the aircraft taxied to its destination terminal, running through the cabin, discharging feces, and attempting
to rush the cockpit before settling in the galley). Id.; see also Associated Press, Pig Flies First Class, Airline
Embarrassed (Oct. 28, 2000), at http:/lw-ww.salon.comlpeoplelwire/2000/10/28/pig/indexlhtml (copy on file with
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passengers decreases, the incidents of air rage increase. Whether violent or not,
disruptive acts on an airline affect all on board because of the inconvenience a
diversion causes and the possible personal threat of imminent physical harm. 2
A. Physical Danger to Passengers and Employees
As evidenced by Jonathon Burton's story, air rage can be hazardous, and even
deadly, to the offending individuals. Innocent passengers may also be caught in the
fracas because they may be requested to or may volunteer to assist in thwarting an
attack.29 Thus, the injurious effects of an unprovoked outburst often pose a physical
threat to the passengers in the immediate vicinity of the unruly passenger.30
As those who first respond to the complaints of surrounding passengers, flight
attendants often experience the brunt of the hostility of an unruly passenger.3 The
experiences encountered by flight attendants range from verbal abuse to physical
assaults.32 Often, air rage incidents result in the loss of valuable airline employees
due to excessive injuries or fear.33
However, flight attendants and passengers are not the only ones who experience
the disturbances of an unruly passenger.34 For example, pilots were affected when
crazed passenger Jonathon Burton entered the cockpit and interfered with their
duties.35 If an incident in the cabin rises beyond the control of the flight attendants,
The Transnational Lawyer) (discussing that the flight had 200 passengers and one hog which sat on the floor in first
class because the hog's owners convinced the airlines with a doctor's note that the animal was a therapeutic
companion pet, like a guide dog for the blind); see also Reuters, Pig Owner Says her Pet Had a Right to Fly (Nov.
16,2000), at http://dailynews.yahoo.comhnmi/20001115/od/pig-del.html (copy on file with The Transnational
Lawyer) (discussing that 'Charlotte' the 300 pound pig is classified as a service animal, similar to a seeing-eye dog,
for relieving stress).
28. See Air Rioters Hurl Beer Cans at Crew, LONDON SUNDAY TIMES, Aug. 19, 200, at 26 [hereinafter Air
Rioters] (noting a diverted landing and multiple arrests were the result of a mass air rage incident of vacationers who
pelted a Swedish air crew with beer cans and food, and "storm[ed] the cockpit" at 33,000 feet).
29. See Air Rage Attacker Sentenced, IRISH EXAMINER, Sept. 15, 2000, available at http://ted.examiner.ie/
archives/2000/September/15/currentipage_18.htm (copy on file with The Transnational Lawyer) (claiming two
"hostesses"-screamed for help from other passengers after a teenager violently attacked a manager on board).
30. See British Woman Returns Home After Air Rage Incident, AIRLINE INDUSTRY INFORMATION, Feb. 6,
2001, available at 2001 WL 3339361 (relating the instance where a female passenger, who was asked by another
passenger to be quiet, responded by hitting him in the face).
31. See Riegel, supra note 25 (relating that after the flight crew realized an unruly passenger was beyond
their control, the assistance of an off-duty soldier was sought).
32. See Man Who Bit FlightAttendantArrested at SFO, SF GATE (Nov. 4,2000), at http://www.sfgate.comL
(copy on file with The Transnational Lawyer) (presenting the instance where an apparently intoxicated man bit a
flight attendant during a transatlantic flight).
33. See 'Crime in a Can,' supra note 13. "Ninety percent of employees involved in air rage incidents leave
their jobs within a year." Il
34. See Ina Paiva CordIe, FlightAttendants ask Governmentfor Help With Air Rage, MIAMI HERALD, July
7, 2000 (discussing a "day of action" when flight attendants world wide rallied against air rage); see also Flight
Attendants Worldwide Protest Air Rage, PHILADELPHIA ENQUIRER, July 7, 2000 [hereinafter Flight Attendants]
(relating further the "Day of Action" to address the "universal problem" of air rage).
35. See Roche, supra note 6.
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pilots, on occasion, must leave the cockpit to respond to the disturbance. 6 This
effectively removes the pilot from his assigned duties at the risk of both personal
injury and diminished effectiveness in the cockpit which results in a great risk to all
those on board.37
B. Flight Safety
In addition to possible physical danger posed to those on board, a disruptive
incident may seriously affect the safety of an aircraft in flight.38 Numerous incidents
may force the pilot to divert the aircraft from its scheduled route, land at the nearest
af-port, and have authorities remove the unruly passenger.39 Landing an unscheduled
aircraft at an unplanned, unfamiliar airport puts everyone aboard the aircraft at risk
to experience an unsafe landing. 40 Safety may be compromised because an aircraft
may be heavier due to unexpended fuel and pilots may not be familiar with the
airport to which they are forced to divert.4 1
36. See Unruly Passengers Endanger Aircraft, SOUTH AFRICAN PRESS ASSOCIAION, June 13, 2000,
available at 2000 WL 21219117 (citing a NASA study where 40% of 152 air rage incidents studied, pilots became
involved in some way, and in some cases led to serious cockpit errors - flying at the wrong altitude, wrong airspeed,
or taxiing on the wrong runway). "[T]his [is] the first hard evidence that air rage was liable to distract pilots enough
to make potentially disastrous mistakes." Id.
37. See id.; see also Air Rage-A Growing Menace in our Skies, THE SKYRAGE FOUNDATION, available at
http://www.skyrage.org/ALPA. SA.html (last visited Nov. 7,2000) (copy on file with The Trasnational Lawyer)
(discussing an article issued by the Airline Pilots Association of South Africa (ALPA-SA) regarding several safety
factors that arise when a pilot must leave the flight deck); see also Australian Pleads Guilty to Air Rage Incident,
AIRLINH INDUSTRY INFORMATION, Jan. 18, 2001, available at 2001 WL 3339108 (addressing an assault on a pilot
while other crewmembers tried to restrain a drunk man on transpacific flight).
38. See UK Government Backs Global Airline Campaign, INT'L TRANSPORT FEDERATION, at
http:lwww.itf.org.uk/SECTIONS/Calairragelmedial3.htm (last visited Oct. 20, 2000) (copy on file with The
Transnational Lawyer) (quoting UK Deputy Prime Minister John Prescott's support of the International Transport
Workers Federation Air Rage Campaign). "Not only are these incidents an affront to airlineworkers and passengers,
but, at worst, they threaten aircraft safety ... [t]he best deterrence against air rage is workable legislation." Id.
39. See Associated Press, Unruly Passenger Dies Inflight: Mixture of Tranquilizer and Other Drug Proves
Fatal, at http://www.abenews.go.comlsections/travellDailyNewslhungary981207.html (last visited Jan. 2, 2001)
(copy on file with The TransnationalLawyer) (detailing a recent flight from Bangkok to Budapest, where an unruly
passenger was subdued and injected with a tranquilizer by a doctor on board, the passenger died). The aircrew was
notified and made an unscheduled landing in Istanbul. Id. Authorities detained and questioned all involved delaying
over 150 other passengers for over 13 hours. Id.; see also Associated Press, Unfriendly Skies over Bangor Maine,
LA TIMES, June 20, 1999, available athttp://www.latimes.comltravellnewstipsl19990620/tOO0055330.html (copy
on file with The Transnational Lawyer) (discussing Bangor is the preferred diversion destination for transatlantic
flights to offload unruly passengers).
40. See Luckey, supra note 13, at 18 (discussing that diversions to unscheduled airports are costly and less
safe than intended destinations because en route flight plan changes may mean landing a heavier fuel-laden airplane
at an unfamiliar airport with shorter runways).
41. See id.
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C. Initial Efforts to Combat Air Rage
Efforts to combat air rage have varied, from Internet web-sites and newsletters,
to deputizing local law enforcement officers to make federal arrests, to
passenger restraining devices.42 Some airlines have even resorted to banning
passengers from flying on the airline forever.43 In addition, disruptive passengers in
the United States are required to pay hefty fines.44 These actions address only
remedies for flights landing in the United States or with aircraft registered in the
United States, but remedies are limited for a disturbance that occurs on an
international flight.
In addition to action from individual countries, some airlines or their employees
have taken matters into their own hands. 46 Recently, airline employees distributed
42. See Ted Reed, Flight Attendant Leads Fight Against Air Rage, CHARLOTrE OBSERVER, Mar. 27, 2001
(discussing the pleasure US Air flight attendant Renee Sheffer and her husband Michael experience with the
response to the Skyrage Organization, a personally funded, non-profit, on-line website (http://www.skyrage.org)
created to promote air rage awareness, established in part as a response to an attack Ms. Sheffer suffered as a flight
attendant); see also Airline Leaders Want U.S. Attorney General's Help in Fighting Air Rage, AVIATION DAILY,
Aug. 22, 2000, available at 2000 WL 9305182 [hereinafterAirline Leaders]. "Airport officials say they need more
help...in detaining suspects, [since] theFBI eliminated aprogram of deputizing law enforcement officials as Deputy
US Marshals... enabling airport police to hold suspects until an FBI liaison officer arrived." Id. The U.S. Congress
will allow federal officials to deputize local law enforcement to arrest and detain violators of federal unruly
passenger laws. Id.; see also Chicagoan Faces Hefty Penalties for "Air Rage" Incident, AIRVIsE NEWs (Mar. 19,
2001), athttp:lnews.airwise.comlstories/2001/03/984229416.html (copy on file with The Transnational Lawyer)
(explaining a man responsible for a disruptive incident aboard a United Airlines flight from Chicago to Hong Kong
agreed to reimburse the airlines between $25,000 to $64,000 as part of a plea bargain for costs associated with the
diversionary landing at Anchorage, AK); see also Ilsa Colson, Air Ragers May Have to Pay Costs: Ansett, AAP
NEws, Nov. 22, 1999 (suggesting that a more sane method and one focused on avoidance rather than reaction is the
method in place at British Airways and Ansett Airlines-a passenger receives a "notice of violation," something
like a Yellow Card warning in soccer, when their actions are close to cause for an arrest); see also Edward H.
Phillips, Up In Smoke, AIRLINE OUTLOOK, Aug. 28, 2000 (examining an effort to preclude air rage; where after
banning smoking on flights, Air France provides a nicotine substitute during flights).
43. See generally William Mann, All the (Air) Rage: Legal Implications Surrounding Airline and
Government Bans on Unruly Passengers in the Sky, 65 J. AIR L. & COM. 857 (2000) (discussing the various
remedies airlines have used against unruly passengers to include a lifetime ban for the individual on that airline and
the constitutional right to travel on common carriers); see also Mary Jane Boland, Air NZ Stops More Suspected
Air Rage Fliers Boarding, EVENING POST, Nov. 21, 2000 (discussing Air New Zealand's policy to detect potential
air-rage offenders and prohibit them from boarding their flights). Most passengers prohibited from boarding were
drunk. Id. Cathay Pacific has a similar policy and may refuse boarding to those on drugs or drunk. Id.
44. See Wendell H. Ford Aviation Investment and Reform Act for the Twenty-first Century, 114 Stat. 61
(2000) (mandating that in April 2000, the United States passed Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) legislation
to increase the fines for interfering with a crewmember from $1,100 to $25,000).
45. See FLIGHTSAFETYFoUND., CABiNcREwSAFa-2 (May-June 1997) (citing an FAA Advisory Circular
(AC 120-65) Interference with Crewmembers in the Performance of their Duties); see also International Transport
Workers' Federation, Is Air Rage Beyond the Law?, at http:lwww.itf.org.uk/SECTIONS/Calairragelniedia4.htm
(last visited Oct. 24, 2000) (copy on file with The Transnational Lawyer) (discussing the complexities of
international jurisdiction puts many offenders beyond the reach of the law). "Only four governments-the UK, the
U.S., Canada and Australia-have so far changed their laws to close this loophole." Id.
46. See Peter Capella, Airline to Handcuff Unruly Passengers, THE GUARnIAN (Nov. 2, 2000), at
http:llwww.guardian.co.ukinterationallstory/0,3604,391302,00.html (copy on file with The TransnationalLawyer)
(examining a new SwissAir policy: supplying plastic tie handcuffs to the cabin staff); see also SwissAir to Begin
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leaflets in airports worldwide calling for "Zero Air Rage" to address the universal
problem within the industry and the growing hazard of their profession. 47 The
International Transport Workers Federation (ITF), which represents flight attendants
and ground workers, also conducted a Zero Air Rage Campaign to compel
governments worldwide to pass laws aimed at prosecuting passengers who commit
acts of air rage during flights that land within their borders.48 Numerous other airline
leaders have addressed air rage issues to the U.S. Attorney General. 49 However, two-
thirds of airlines still do not provide any cabin crew training for addressing
disruptive passengers and a majority of airlines do not carry equipment for
restraining passengers or have policies to deal with air rage.50
III. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF CURRENT LAW
Currently, three treaties set forth penal aviation law, but all three are limited in
scope and are futile for pursuing or prosecuting air rage offenders.5 In order for
treaties to be effectual, the signatory countries must agree to the terms of the treaty.52
Herein lies the problem. What may be a crime in one country may not be a problem
on the other side of the globe.53 Furthermore, it is unclear what recourse exists for
personnel or aircraft in non-signatory countries. Prior to addressing these concepts,
Tying Up Passengers, SEATrLEPOST-INTELLIGENCER (Nov. 13,2000), at http://seattlep-i.nwsource.com/business/
airl33.shtml (copy on file with The TransnationalLawyer) (discussing the use of plastic handcuffs, which is already
a common practice for flight attendants in the United States, as a response to the increase in the amount of unruly
passenger cases the airline has recently experienced).
47. See Flight Attendants, supra note 34 (discussing the "Day of Action" protest by flight attendants
worldwide); see also Okada, supra note 26 (relating that flight attendant and ground crew unions backed the "Day
of Action" against air rage).
48. See Edward H. Phillips, Stopping Air Rage, AViATION WEEK & SPACE TECHNOLOGY, July 10, 2000, at
21; see also Press Release, International Transport Workers' Federation, Success for Union-Backed Air Rage Day
(July 7, 2000),available at http://www.itf.org.uk/PRESS/airrage.htm (copy on file with The TransnationalLawyer)
(discussing various activities worldwide in support of the ITF). "[T]he entire Thai [Bangkok] Cabinet wore Zero
Air Rage T-shirts" in support of the campaign. Id.
49. See Airline Leaders, supra note 42, at 3. "Airport officials say they need more help... in detaining
suspects, [since] the FBI eliminated a program of deputizing law enforcement officials as Deputy U.S.
Marshals ... enabling airport police to hold suspects until an FBI liaison officer arrived." Id.
50. See International Transport Workers' Federation, ITF Survey Underlines Need for More Action,
TRANSPORTINT'L (Sept. 2001),available athttp://www.itf.org.ukrTI/ti6/EnglishT6_le.htm (copy on file with The
Transnational Lawyer) (citing an ITF Global Survey of 150 unions detailing company policies of 70 carriers in 33
countries). 54% of all airlines have policies dealing with air rage; 65% do not provide any training for cabin crew;
59% do not carry equipment for restraining unruly passengers. Id.
51. See ISABELLA H. DIEDERIKS-VERSCHOOR, AN INTRODUCTIONTO AIR LAW 151 (1983) (discussing the
Tokyo, Hague, and Montreal Conventions "where the introduction of new rules and sanctions had become so very
urgent in the past few decades").
52. See WEBsTER'SIINEwRIVERSIDEUNIVERsrrYDIcnoNARY 1083(1984) (defining signatory as "bound
by a signed agreement"); see also BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 1381 (6th ed. 1990) (extending the definition of
signatory as "a term used in diplomacy to indicate a nation which is a party to a treaty").
53. See Huang, supra note 14 (detailing the ICAO study group examining the legal issues of unruly airline
passengers).
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the history of penal law treaties governing international airspace must be
understood.
Because of the international nature of air travel, a governing body evolved to
promote and recommend legislation- 4 The International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO) is the specialized agency of the United Nations formed in 1944 to perform
this function.55 ICAO is responsible for the safety, order, protection, and
development of international civil aviation, as well as its regulation and legislation. 6
Similar to the United Nations, the ICAO proposes treaties and legislation and the
effectiveness of these measures depends on whether a certain number of contracting
nations become a party to them.
57
The ICAO has drafted, proposed, and put in force three treaties to address the
protection, safety, and regulation of airports and worldwide civil air travel: The
Convention on Offenses and Certain Other Acts Committed On Board Aircraft
(Tokyo Convention), The Convention For The Suppression of Unlawful Seizure of
Aircraft (Hague Convention), and The Convention For The Suppression of Unlawful
Acts Against the Safety of Civil Aviation (Montreal Convention).58
A. The Tokyo Convention
The Convention on Offenses and Certain Other Acts Committed On Board
Aircraft of 1963 (Tokyo Convention) was the first international treaty to address
issues of crime on board aircraft.5 9 Primarily, the Convention's objective was to
54. See Narinder Aggarwala, et al., Air Hijacking: An International Perspective, 585 INTERNATIONAL
CONCILIATION 7, 19 (Nov. 1971).
55. See Bor, et al., supra note 15, at 30 (addressing the purpose of ICAO as promoting the development of
international civil aviation). "The ICAO, was created in 1944 to promote the safe and orderly development of civil
aviation worldwide, is a specialized agency of the United Nations." Id. "Headquartered in Montreal, ICAO develops
international air transport standards and regulations and serves as the medium for cooperation in all fields of civil
aviation among its 187 contracting states." Id.
56. See id.
57. See id.; see also Aggarwala, eta., supra note 54, at 23; see also D.H.N. JOHNSON, RIGHTS IN AIRSPACE
100 (1965) (referencing Article 44 of the Chicago Convention of 1944 signed at Chicago on 7 December 1944).
The ICAO was formed as a part of the Chicago Convention on International Civil Aviation of 1944 "to develop the
principles and techniques of international air navigation and transport" and act as a governing body. Id.
58. See Aggarwala, et al., supra note 54, at 42-44.
59. The Convention on Offenses and Certain OtherActs Committed On BoardAircraft, Sept. 14, 1963,20
U.S.T. 2941, 704 U.N.T.S. 219 (entered into force Dec. 4, 1969) [hereinafter Tokyo Convention]. The Tokyo
Convention Member States include the following:
Afghanistan, Albania, Algeria, Angola, Antigua and Barbuda, Argentina, Australia, Austria, The
Bahamas, Bahrain, Bangladesh, Barbados, Belarus, Belgium, Belize, Bhutan, Bolivia, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Botswana, Brazil, Brunei, Bulgaria, BurkinaFaso, Burma, Burundi, Cambodia, Cameroon,
Canada, Cape Verde, Central Africa Republic, Chad, Chile, China, Colombia, Comoros, Congo, Congo
Democratic Republic, Costa Rica, Cote d'Ivoire, Croatia, Cuba, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark,
Djibouti, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Egypt, El Salvador, Equatorial Guinea, Estonia, Ethiopia, Fiji,
Finland, Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, France, Gabon, The Gambia, Georgia, Germany,
Ghana, Greece, Grenada, Guatemala, Guinea, Guyana, Haiti, Honduras, Hungary, Iceland, India,
Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Jamaica, Japan, Jordan, Kazakhstan, Kenya, Democratic
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develop a system of rules to unify jurisdiction, maintain law and order on board an
aircraft, and protect passengers.6° The Tokyo Convention focuses on ensuring that
when an offense has been committed on board an aircraft, at least one state, the state
of registration of the aircraft, will be able to take jurisdiction over the suspected air
rage offender.6'
1. Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction is an important issue in cases of criminal offenses committed on
board an aircraft while in flight because the nature of international air travel allows
for passage through the air space of sovereign states as the aircraft flies over
different countries. 62 Determining jurisdiction is further complicated by international
air travel because the exact sovereign airspace the aircraft is flying through may be
difficult to determine at the precise moment that an offense is committed.63 The
jurisdiction issue was brought before the ICAO, with notable pressure from the
United States, when a federal court found it had no jurisdiction to punish an assault
that occurred in flight over the high seas on board a U.S. registered aircraft en route
from Puerto Rico to New York.64
Peoples' Republic of Korea, Korea Republic, Kuwait, Laos, Latvia, Lebanon, Lesotho, Libya, Lithuania,
Luxembourg, Madagascar, Malawi, Malaysia, Maldives, Mall, Malta, Marshall Islands, Mauritania,
Mauritius, Mexico, Moldova, Monaco, Mongolia, Morocco, Nauru, Nepal, Netherlands, New Zealand,
Nicaragua, Niger, Nigeria, Norway, Oman, Pakistan, Palau, Panama, Papua New Guinea, Paraguay,
Peru, Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Qatar, Romania, Russian Federation, Rwanda, St. Lucia, St. Vincent
and the Grenadines, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Singapore, Slovak Republic,
Slovenia, Solomon Islands, South Africa, Spain, Sri Lanka, Suriname, Sweden, Switzerland, Syrian
Arab Republic, Tajikistan, Tanzania, Thailand, Togo, Tonga, Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia, Turkey,
Uganda, Ukraine, United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom, United States, Uruguay, Uzbekistan,
Vanuatu, Venezuela, Socialist Rep. Vietnam, Western Samoa, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Zambia, Zimbabwe.
Id.; see also SAMI SHUBBER, JURISDICTION OVER CRIMES ON BOARD AIRCRAFT 19 (1973) (stating that objectives
of the Tokyo Convention are the unification of rules on jurisdiction, filling the gap in jurisdiction, maintaining law,
order and protection on board aircraft).
60. See SHUBBER, supra note 59, at 19.
61. See Aggarwala, et al., supra note 54, at 46.
62. See DIEDERIKS-VERSCHOOR. supra note 5 1, at 151 (discussing that since 1902,jurisdiction has remained
a major point in legal circles, given that sovereignty over the airspace above a states' territory is a recognized
principle of law).
[O]ne can imagine.., complications may arise when a state other than the one in which an aircraft is
registered attempts to assert its jurisdiction with regard to offenses committed on board such aircraft.
Alternatively, we may face a situation where no penal laws at all are applicable, e.g. when an offense
is committed above territories not subject to the sovereignty of any particular state, like the high seas,
or when the place where the offense was committed cannot be determined with any precision. Id. at 151-
52.
63. See id.
64. See U.S. v. Cordova, 89 F Supp. 98 (E.D.N.Y. 1950) (explaining that Cordova could not be "prosecuted
under a statute dealing with crimes committed on a 'vessel' of the high seas" as 18 U.S.C.A. § 7 suggests). Congress
responded and passed legislation filling this "gap" with the Crimes of Violence over the High Seas in American
Aircraft Act. See Gerald F. Fitzgerald, Toward Legal Suppression ofActs Against Civil Aviation, in Air Hijacking:
An International Perspective, 585 INTERNATIONAL CONCILIATION 7, 19 (Nov. 1971) (citing USA v. R 1; 3 Avi
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The ICAO Legal Committee recommended a convention that focused on
offenses committed on board an aircraft.65 However, because of the disparity among
national laws, the need for clarification of jurisdiction would be central to the
convention.6 Arguments were presented that would grant jurisdiction based on a
territorial theory, a national theory, the law of the state of departure, the law of the
state of landing, and a combination of these. 67 Though all seemed plausible, the
Convention proposed the law of the state of registration would be foremost and most
competent to exercise jurisdiction.68
Articles three and four of the Tokyo Convention explain that jurisdiction over
acts and offenses committed on board the aircraft lies with the state of registration
of the aircraft.69 Although the Tokyo Convention does not define specific offenses,
the jurisdiction provisions apply generally to offenses which would violate laws of
the registration country.70 However, in some cases states, other than the state of
registration, have jurisdiction over offenses. 7' Article four of the Convention lists
the logical preemption of state of registration jurisdiction for cases of territorial
national interest.72 Thus, the parameters ofjurisdiction were clearly defined and the
state of registration of the aircraft was given the primary force to pursue those who
committed offenses on an aircraft. The question remained as to when this power
could be exercised.
17311; and Public Law 82-514; Title 18 § U.S.C. 7(5); 1952 US CavR 437).
65. See Fitzgerald, supra note 64, at 45 (mentioning the major factors contributing to the decision
recommending a new convention were "the disparity of national laws relating to offenses on board aircraft, the need
to provide for ajurisdiction in which the person alleged to have committed such an offense could be tried, and the
need to empower the aircraft commander to take measures to check any acts on board endangering the safety of
flight and to preserve order on board"). Id.
66. See id.
67. See DIEDERIKS-VERSCHOOR, supra note 51, at 152 (detailing the various drafts of the convention and
proposed theories ofjurisdiction). Territorial means the law of the state the aircraft is flying over. Id. National means
the law of the state the aircraft is registered in. Id.
68. See id. at 155.
69. Tokyo Convention, supra note 59, at ch. 2.
70. See Fitzgerald, supra note 64, at 47 (explaining 'jurisdiction provisions in fact apply to all of the
ingredients of a hijacking, since theft with violence, kidnaping, and similar offenses clearly are offenses against
penal law").
71. See DIEDERIKS-VERSCHOOR, supra note 51, at 155. Article 4 of the Convention allows a state that is not
the state of registration to exercise its criminal jurisdiction if:
a) the offense has an effect on the territory of the state
b) the offense is committed by or against a national or permanent resident of the state
c) the offense is against the security of the state
d) the offense breaches flight rules or regulations of the state
e) the exercise ofjurisdiction is necessary to ensure multilateral international agreement obligations.
Tokyo Convention, supra note 59, at art. 4.
72. - See Tokyo Convention, supra note 59, at art. 4.
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2. Scope
The Tokyo Convention was drafted to apply to acts committed while the aircraft
is in flight.73 "In flight" is defined as from the moment when power is applied for
the take-off run until the moment the landing run ends.74 However, under the powers
of the aircraft commander section, "in flight" is extended to the moment the aircraft
doors close following embarkation to the moment the doors open to allow
passengers to disembark.75 The second definition was added because from the
moment the aircraft becomes a "sealed unit" prior to take-off, the aircraft
commander now has internationally recognized power to protect the aircraft and the
persons and property inside.76 Similarly, in the case of a forced landing, the aircraft
commander retains his authority until competent state officials invoke responsibility
for the aircraft.
77
"[The] Tokyo Convention is a very good framework in defining the authority
of the Aircraft Commander, and his ability to extend that authority to others. It also
ensures that an aircraft in distress can land and offload a problem passenger in a
signatory nation. 78 Except in special circumstances, the measures of restraint do not
continue once an aircraft lands. The commander must notify authorities of the
country in which landing is intended of the offense committed. Thereafter, local
authorities may then assume control.79
The substantial number of specific offenses the Tokyo Convention could cover
are too numerous to list because to do so would entail drafting an international
criminal code covering a vast range of offenses.8° Thus, the aircraft commander is
granted a great deal of discretion in imposing reasonable measures, including
restraint, on a person who may commit or who has already committed illegal acts
or acts that jeopardize the safety of the aircraft, persons, or property on board.8" In
73. See id. at ch. 1, art. I.
74. See id. at art. 1, § 3 (establishing the definition of"in flight"). See also Fitzgerald, supra note 64, at 46
(stating that an aircraft is considered to be in flight from the moment power is applied for take-off until the landing
run ends).
75. Tokyo Convention, supra note 59, at art. 5, § 2.
76. DIEDERIKS-VERSCHOOR, supra note 51, at 156; see also Fitzgerald, supra note 64, at 47-49 (discussing
the need to empower the aircraft commander); see also Aggarwala, et al., supra note 54, at 46.
77. See DIEDERIKS-VERSCHOOR, supra note 51.
78. E-mail from Michael Sheffer, Co-founder of http://www.skyrage.org, to William P. Schwab (Oct. 18,
2000, 02:52:12) (copy on file with The Transnational Lawyer). The "skyrage.org" website represents a non-profit
U.S. organization developed to promote awareness of and reduce instances of air rage. Id. Mr. Sheffer, the spouse
of an airline professional who was injured in such an incident, posts and catalogs international media material,
distributes Air Rage Awareness kits, and has an Air Rage hotline telephone number to report instances of air rage.
Id.
79. See Fitzgerald supra note 64, at 48-49 (explaining that the commander may off load the offender in any
country, not just contracting states). In the case of delivering the offender to officials of a contracting state, the
commander must present evidence and information that the offender was in violation of the laws of the state of
registration. Id.
80. See Aggarwala, et al., supra note 54, at 67.
81. Tokyo Convention, supra note 59, at art. 6, § 1.
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addition, the aircraft commander's authority further applies to acts that "jeopardize
good order and discipline on board. 82
The aircraft commander's discretion extends to requiring or authorizing the
assistance of other crew members, and may include requesting the assistance of
passengers to protect the safety of the aircraft, or of persons or property therein.83
This places the aircraft commander in a position that requires knowledge of the
criminal code of the state of registration.84 The result is that the aircraft commander
is not only a pilot, but a law enforcement officer as well.
Although the Tokyo Convention appears to address all the aspects of air rage,
it lacks provisions for permissible measures when an aircraft offloads passengers in
a non-signatory country. "[Regrettably, the Tokyo Convention] does not cover what
can or should be done with the accused, once in custody. [Questions of] the arrest,
deport[ation and], prosecution, [result in] the choke point where most international
disruptives escape responsibility for their actions. 86 The lack of such provisions in
the Tokyo Convention enables many air rage offenders to escape prosecution or
punishment.
87
The Tokyo Convention granted and defined the power of the aircraft
commander and also answered jurisdictional problems without limiting individual
countries to a list of specific offenses.88 However, the treaty does not address air
rage or unruly passenger disturbances not in violation of the penal law of a
particular territory.89 Additional measures are needed to address the gap in the
ability to pursue an offender who is offioaded in a non-signatory country or when
an offender is delivered to authorities in a country whose penal laws do not mirror
those of the state of registration.90
B. The Hague Convention
The world will never forget the date of September 11, 2001, when an
unprecedented number of organized terrorists hijacked four U.S. airliners and
82. Id. at art. 1, § I(b).
83. Id. at art. 6, § 2.
84. See Aggarwala, et al., supra note 54, at49 (discussing a difficultproblem for an aircraft commander who
is a national of the registration state).
85. Id. at 48 (claiming the police powers granted to the commander with respect to offenses and acts
committed on board are in force to replace the regular police authorities of the state overflown).
86. E-mail from Michael Sheffer, supra note 78.
87. See id. (discussing how the Tokyo Convention does not cover what should be done with the accused
once in custody).
88. See DIEDERIKS-VERSCHOOR, supra note 51.
89. See Aggarwala, et al., supra note 54; see also E-mail from Michael Sheffer, supra note 78.
90. See Aggarwala, et al., supra note 54.
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wreaked massive death and destruction as they deliberately crashed the airplanes.91
Prior to the recent horror, hijackings had not occurred on United States airlines since
1991.92 In fact worldwide, hijacking had greatly subsided, likely due in part to the
widespread ratification of the Hague Convention.93
The Hague Convention was drafted in response to a sharp increase in the
number of unlawful seizures of aircraft in 1968 and early 1969, which posed a crisis
for international civil aviation.94 Strong pressure for action was exerted by
governments and organizations which resulted in the subsequent treaty addressing
the issue of hijacking.95 Significant results followed. Between 1969 and 1998 the
annual number of planes hijacked worldwide decreased by eighty-nine percent.96
Because the Tokyo Convention did not define "unlawful seizure of aircraft," the
drafters of the Hague Convention had liberal parameters when outlining the
91. See generally THE SACRAMENTO BEE, Sep. 12,2001 (addressing headlines "Bush Vows to Punish 'Evil'
Acts of Terror" where four airliners were hijacked by teams of terrorists). Two crashed into the World Trade Center
towers causing their collapse, one hit the Pentagon, and the fourth crashed into an unpopulated area in Pennsylvania.
Id. Thousands were killed in the orchestrated attacks. Id.
92. See Robert Dorr, Patience Tested, on the Ground and in the Air, AEROSPACE AMERICA, Jan. 2001, at
10.
93. See Dispatches, NATIONAL GEOGRAPRIC TRAVELER, Oct. 2000, at 48 [hereinafter Dispatches].
94. See Aggarwala, et al., supra note 54, at 51. The Hague Convention addresses the crisis by stating the
following:
unlawful acts of seizure or exercise of control in flight jeopardize the safety of persons and
property, seriously affect the operation of air services, and undermine the confidence of the
peoples of the world in the safety of civil aviation. [It is] a matter of grave concern [and]
there is an urgent need to provide appropriate measures for punishment of offenders.
The Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Seizure of Aircraft, Dec. 16, 1970, 22 U.S.T. 1641, TIAS 7192
[hereinafter Hague Convention].
95. See Aggarwala, et al., supra note 54, at 51; see also Hague Convention, supra note 94 (listing over 150
member states). The Hague Convention Member States include the following:
Afghanistan, Albania, Algeria, Angola, Antigua and Barbuda, Argentina, Australia, Austria, Bahamas,
Bahrain, Bangladesh, Barbados, Belarus, Belgium, Belize, Benin, Bhutan, Bolivia, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Botswana, Brazil,Brunei, Bulgaria, BurkinaFaso, Burma, Cambodia, Cameroon, Canada,
Cape Verde, Central Africa Republic, Chad, Chile, China, Colombia, Comoros, Congo, Congo
Democratic Republic, Costa Rica, Cote d'Ivoire, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Djibouti,
Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Egypt, El Salvador, Equatorial Guinea, Estonia, Ethiopia, Fiji, Finland,
Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, France, Gabon, Gambia, Georgia, Germany, Ghana, Greece,
Grenada, Guatemala, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Guyana, Haiti, Honduras, Hungary, Iceland, India,
Indonesia, Iran, Iraq,Ireland, Israel, Italy, Jamaica,Japan, Jordan, Kenya, Democratic Peoples' Republic
of Korea, Korea Republic, Kuwait, Laos, Lebanon, Lesotho, Libya, Lithuania, Luxembourg,
Madagascar, Malawi, Malaysia, Maldives, Mali, Marshall Islands, Mauritania, Mauritius, Mexico,
Moldova, Monaco, Mongolia, Morocco, Nauru, Nepal, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Niger,
Nigeria, Norway, Oman, Pakistan, Palau, Panama, Papua New Guinea, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines,
Poland, Portugal, Qatar, Romania, Rwanda, St. Lucia, Samoa, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Seychelles, Sierra
Leone, Singapore, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, South Africa, Spain, Sri Lanka, Sudan, Suriname,
Sweden, Switzerland, Syrian Arab Republic, Tajikistan, Thailand, Togo, Tonga, Trinidad and Tobago,
Tunisia, Turkey, Uganda, Ukraine, United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom, United States, Uruguay,
Uzbekistan, Vanuatu, Venezuela, Viet Nam, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Zambia, Zimbabwe. Id.
96. See Dispatches, supra note 93, at48.
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offense.97 Though the term hijacking is not used in the convention, Article 1 clearly
defines what is commonly referred to as hijacking.98 Though the reasons for
hijacking vary, the result is the same: an individual, or group of individuals, gains
control of an aircraft and diverts the aircraft to a chosen destination.99
1. Jurisdiction
The Hague Convention surpasses the cautious approach to jurisdiction of the
Tokyo Convention.'0° Article Four of the Hague Convention provides "[e]ach
Contracting State shall take measures ... to establish its jurisdiction over the
offence . . . against passengers or crew committed by the alleged offender in
connection with the offence... ,,to Valid jurisdictions under the Hague Convention
are: the state of registration of the aircraft, the state where the aircraft lands with the
offender on board, and the state of the principal place of business or permanent
residence of the lessee of the aircraft.'02 Under the Hague Convention, Contracting
States must take measures to establish jurisdiction over the offense if the alleged
offender is found within its territory.0 3 If Contracting States have joint air transport
organizations or jointly share registration of aircraft, a state must be designated for
each aircraft for the purpose of exercising jurisdiction.' °4
97. See Fitzgerald, supra note 64, at 52 (explaining though the neutral term "offense" is used in the
convention, elements of what is commonly called hijacking are "found in the definition provided by Article 1 of
the Convention). It states that any person commits an "offense" who on board an aircraft in flight:
a) unlawfully, by force or threat thereof, or by any other form of intimidation, seizes, or exercises
control of that aircraft, or attempts to perform any such act, or
b) is an accomplice of a person who performs or attempts to perform any such act."
Id.
98. See S. K. AGRAWALA, AIRCRAFT HIJACKFNG AND INTERNATIONAL LAw 29 (1973) (explaining that the
convention concludes its definition in Article 1 "by laying down '.... . commits an offense').
99. See EDWARD MCWHINNEY, THE ILLEGAL DIVERSION OFAIRCRAFrAND INTERNATIONAL LAW 8(1975)
(discussing four "different species" of aerial hijackings). The "East-West" political escapes involving Cold War era
flight from communist countries. Id. The "hijacking for profit" type entails D.B. Cooper-style sky-bandit raids. Id.
The common "international terrorist" hijackings are specific to a political agenda. Id. Finally "lunatic fringe"
hijackings which were copy-cat hijackings performed by those drawn to the media attention. Id. None of these
categorizes air rage or unruly passenger disturbances that do not result in nor have the intent of a hijacking. Id.
100. Id. at 65.
101. Hague Convention, supra note 94, at art. 4, § 1.
102. See NICOLAS MATEESCO MATrE, TREATISE ONAIR-AERONAUTICAL LAW 359 (1981) (outlining Article
4 and explaining that this "concurrent jurisdiction derives its existence from the fact that the hijacking of an aircraft
is an offence which continues over an extended period of time").
103. Hague Convention, supra note 94, at § 2.
104. Id. at art. 5.
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2. Scope
The Hague Convention applies when an individual or accomplice, by force,
threat, or intimidation seizes or exercises control of an aircraft while in flight. 10 5 The
Hague Convention uses the 'sealed unit' language of the Tokyo Convention to
delineate when exercise of control over the aircraft would be a violation of the
convention.
1°6
The overlap of the two conventions may ensure officials are more successful
in prosecuting offenders for disruptive action and unlawful seizure of an aircraft. In
addition, the Hague Convention includes provisions on prosecution and extradition
which the Tokyo Convention did not address. 07 The Hague Convention also states
that penalties must be severe, but each Contracting State can determine its own
punishment. 08
The Hague Convention fails because its jurisdictional schemes are confusing
and it imposes penalties without identifying or defining them."9 However, with the
reintroduction of armed federal marshals on flights and all aircraft outfitted with
bullet and grenade-proof doors that remain locked for the duration of flight,
hijacking may be relegated to our recent history, at least for airlines registered in the
United States.110 However, such measures may not answer the problem of addressing
minor unruly passenger disturbances. It is also unclear whether these measures will
halt an unforseen air rage outburst.
C. The Montreal Convention
The Hague Convention was a prelude to the Montreal Convention, which
addressed issues similar to hijacking' The International Civil Aviation
Organization Assembly convened a special session and directed the ICAO Legal
105. Id. at art. 1.
106. Id. at art. 3.
107. Id.
108. See id. at art. 2. In the early 1970s, in the United States, ajury could have imposed the death penalty for
such an offense. See 49 U.S.C. § 1472(i)l(A) (incorporated into 49 U.S.C. § 46502, as revised by Acts Oct. 17,
1978, and Jan. 12, 1983); see also U.S. v. Bohle, 346 F. Supp. 577 (N.D.N.Y. 1972) (holding that the air piracy
statute (49 U.S.C. § 1472(i)) is unconstitutional).
109. See Shirlyce Manning, The U.S. Response to International Air Safety, 61 J. AiR L. & CoM. 505, 511
(1996) (citing R.I.R. Abeyratne, The Effects of Unlawful Interference with Civil Aviation on World Peace and the
Social Order, 22 TRANsp. L.J. 449, 486 (1995)).
110. See Jonathan D. Salant, Sky-marshal Program Shifts into High Gear Armed Guards May Soon Become
Common on Flights, SEATrLE TIESo, Sept. 18, 2001, at A4 (discussing the sky-marshal program where armed
guards may be as much a part of air travel as the flight crew); see also Marcia Dunn, Airliner Cockpits Security
Mulled, AP ONuNE, Sept. 19, 2001, available at 2001 WL 28009814 (examining the cockpit of the not-so-distant
future).
111. See Aggarwala, et al., supra note 54, at 66 (outlining the provisions of the Montreal Convention would
include acts of unlawful interference against international civil aviation that were not covered by the Hague
Convention).
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Committee to prepare a draft convention on acts of unlawful interference against
international civil aviation that were not covered by the Hague Convention. l2 The
Hague Convention only protected aircraft in flight, but left unprotected airports and
aircraft not in flight.113 The Montreal Convention consists of two documents: the
1971 Montreal Convention and the 1988 Supplementary Protocol to the Montreal
Convention, which are to be read together.114 The Montreal Convention defines
sabotage as an act of violence committed against airports or aircraft on the ground." 5
Acts such as terrorist attacks, placing explosive devices on board aircraft, and sniper
marksman in airports were also addressed in the treaty.116 The acts enumerated in
Article 1 gave special focus to the safety of human life and introduced the phrase
"violence against a person."'17
112. See id.
113. See MATTE, supra note 102, at 366.
114. The Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts Against the Safety of Civil Aviation (Sabotage)
Sept. 23, 1971, 24 U.S.T. 564, T.I.A.S. 7570 (entered into force Jan. 26, 1973) [hereinafter Montreal Convention];
see also the Protocol for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts of Violence at Airports Serving International Civil
Aviation, Supplementary to the Convention of Sept. 23, 1971, Feb. 24, 1988, 7570 T.I.A.S, (entered into force Nov.
18, 1994) [hereinafter Protocol]. "The Convention and the Protocol shall be read and interpreted together as one
single instrument." Id. Montreal Convention Member States include the following:
Afghanistan, Albania, Algeria, Angola, Antigua and Barbuda, Argentina, Australia, Austria, Bahamas,
Bahrain, Bangladesh, Barbados, Belarus, Belgium, Belize, Benin, Bhutan, Bolivia, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Botswana, Brazil, Brunei, Bulgaria, BurkinaFaso, Burma, Cambodia, Cameroon, Canada,
Cape Verde, Central Africa Republic, Chad, Chile, China, Colombia, Comoros, Congo Democratic
Republic, Costa Rica, Cote d'Ivoire, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Djibouti, Dominican
Republic, Ecuador, Egypt, El Salvador, Equatorial Guinea, Estonia, Ethiopia, Fiji, Finland, Former
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, France, Gabon, Gambia, Georgia, Germany, Ghana, Greece, Grenada,
Guatemala, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Guyana, Haiti, Honduras, Hungary, Iceland, India, Indonesia, Iran,
Iraq, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Jamaica, Japan, Jordan, Kenya, Democratic People's Republic of Korea,
Republic of Korea, Kuwait, Laos, Lebanon, Lesotho, Liberia, Libya, Lithuania, Luxembourg,
Madagascar, Malawi, Malaysia, Maldives, Mali, Marshall Islands, Mauritania, Mauritius, Mexico,
Moldova, Monaco, Mongolia, Morocco, Nauru, Nepal, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Niger,
Nigeria, Norway, Oman, Pakistan, Palau, Panama, Papua New Guinea, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines,
Poland, Portugal, Qatar, Romania,Rwanda, St. Lucia, Samoa, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Seychelles, Sierra
Leone, Singapore, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Solomon Islands, South Africa, Spain, Sri Lanka, Sudan,
Suriname, Sweden, Switzerland, Syrian Arab Republic, Tajikistan, Tanzania, Thailand, Togo, Tonga,
Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia, Turkey, Uganda, Ukraine, United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom,
United States, Uruguay, Uzbekistan, Vanuatu, Venezuela, Viet Nam, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Zambia,
Zimbabwe.
Id.
115. See MATE, supra note 102, at 366. (discussing the "lacunae" left by prior Conventions that the Montreal
Convention would attempt to fill).
116. See id. at 367.
117. Id. at 368. See also Montreal Convention, supra note 114, at art. 1. Article 1 enumerates the offenses
covered by the convention. Id. Those include the following:
1. Any person commits an offence if he unlawfully and intentionally:
(a) performs an act of violence against aperson on board an aircraft in flight if that act is
likely to endanger the safety of that aircraft (emphasis added); or
(b) destroys an aircraft in service or causes damage to such an aircraft which renders its
incapability of flight or which is likely to endanger its safety in flight; or
(c) places or causes to be placed on an aircraft in service, by any means whatsoever, a
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1. Jurisdiction
Similar to the Tokyo and the Hague Conventions, the Montreal Convention
addresses the issue of jurisdiction over the offender. The Montreal Convention
establishes a universal jurisdiction over the perpetrator, much like the Hague
Convention, and similar to the Draft Jurisdictional Clause proposed by ICAO. i s
Universal jurisdiction is a traditional basis ofjurisdiction over extraterritorial crimes
under international law and it is used when crimes are considered particularly
heinous and harmful to humanity.t19 The Montreal Convention essentially codified
and made punishable matters not previously considered international criminal acts
or acts which may not have previously been considered criminal in the country the
aircraft landed in.
120
2. Scope
The Hague Convention was designed to combat the rise in hijackings and
consequently, the Hague Convention defined only the offense of unlawful seizure
of aircraft. 12 However, the drafters of the Montreal Convention enumerated a
substantial number of offenses within its scope and defined those acts as sabotage.
122
A similar method was used in the ICAO legislation proposal for unruly
passengers.12' While the problem of air rage may not constitute "the type of dire
threat to life posed by a bomb or a hijacker, [it] still poses demonstrably real
hazards" to the entire airline industry around the globe. 24
device or substance which is likely to destroy that aircraft, or to cause damage to it
which renders its capability of flight, or to cause damage to it which is likely to
endanger its safety in flight; or
(d) destroys or damages air navigation facilities or interferes with their operation, if any
such act is likely to endanger the safety of aircraft in flight; or
(e) communicates information which he knows to be false, thereby endangering the safety
of an aircraft in flight.
2. Any person also commits an offense if he:
(a) attempts to commit any of the offenses mentioned in paragraph 1 of this article;
(b) is an accomplice of a person who commits or attempts to commit any such offence.
Id.
118. See Fitzgerald, supra note 64, at 73-75.
119. See Peter D. Trooboff, Aircraft Piracy, 83 Am. J. INT'L L. 94 (1989) (defining five internationally
recognized bases for jurisdiction with respect to a 1985 hijacking and the case that resulted, found at U.S. v. Yunis,
681 F Supp. 896 (1998)).
120. Fitzgerald, supra note 64, at 75.
121. Id. at 67.
122. Id; see also Montreal Convention, supra note 114, at art. 1 (enumerating sabotage offenses).
123. See ICAO Draft Model Legislation on Offenses Committed on Board Civil Aircraft by Unruly or
Disruptive Passengers, infra App. C (enumerating air rage offenses).
124. Derek Minus, Sky Rage II, FIGHT SAFETY AUsTRALIA, April 1999, at 43 (quoting Capt. Stephen
Luckey, Chairman of the National Security of the Air Line Pilots Association, in his June 1998 address to the U.S.
House of Representatives).
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IV. ISSUES AND PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH PROSECUTION
Air rage is often so similar to hijacking that the distinction between the two
blurs.' 5 However, unlike hijacking, which is governed by treaty, international
uniformity in legislation against air rage does not yet exist.1 26 What constitutes an
offense in one jurisdiction may not be a punishable offense in another. 27 The
complexity of the issue is increased by the nature of air travel, crossing borders, and
the applicability of laws and regulations of different jurisdictions. 128 The current
conventions neither ensure the prosecution of an offender nor specify adequate
punitive measures. 2 9 Furthermore, minor offenses may go unpunished and gaps in
jurisdiction have still not been universally filled.130
The first Internationai Disruptive Passenger Conference in 1996 addressed these
and other concerns of airline professionals.' 3' The Conference also brought forward
the "passenger versus customer" dilemma and the need for a "culture change" within
the industry.132 However, few resolutions resulted from the Conference.
31
The application of admiralty jurisdiction and maritime law has been proposed
as a short term means to pursue individuals who commit air rage.'34 This is
125. Theresa SowinskiAviation Law's Latest Trend: AirRage isAli the Rage, Address at The Twenty-Eighth
Annual Pacific Northwest Aviation Law And Insurance Seminar (Oct. 6-8, 2000), available at http:/dailynews.
yahoo.com/htx/nm20000828/od/planed l1.htm (copyon filewith The TransnationalLawyer) (citing theCypress
Airways case). Passengers became upset when they were told that a technical problem, which had already delayed
the plane for two hours, would prevent them from making an additional scheduled stop. Id. In retaliation, angry
passengers surrounded the plane on the tarmac to prohibit it from taking off. Id.
126. See Huang, supra note 14 (interpreting a year 2000 ICAO survey where 80% of respondents indicated
that a uniform list of offenses would likely be accepted, if ICAO recommends).
127. See id. at 18 (mentioning the difficulty in devising a uniform list of offenses).
128. See id. "A State will have jurisdiction over an offence committed in its territory (territorial jurisdiction),
on board an aircraft [registered therein] (flag jurisdiction), or committed by its nationals (personal jurisdiction)."
Id. at 19.
129. See Manning, supra note 109, at 513.
130. Donato J. Borrillo, Air Rage: Modem-Day Dogfight, FEDERAL AIR SURGEON'S MEDICAL BULLETIN,
(Summer 1999), available at http:llwww.cami.jccbi.gov/AAM-400AIFASMBIFAS9902/airrage.htm (copy on file
with The TransnationalLawyer) (detailing the perspective of a military flight surgeon who also has ajuris doctorate
degree).
The Tokyo Convention [however,] ... laid down the foundation for countries to prosecute disruptive
passengers . . . [and granted authority to the] the United States [to] prosecute inbound offenses,
regardless of the carrier's nationality [or place of registration]. Unfortunately, authority to prosecute
does not equate with an obligation to prosecute, and minor offenses committed upon aircraft landing in
other nations may go without prosecution (the so-called "jurisdictional gap").
Id.
131. See Luckey, supra note 13.
132. Id. (discussing that airline management often had policies to placate disruptive "customers" with seat
upgrades, amenities, or drink coupons, thus reinforcing the behavior and often leaving the aircrew members to
contend with an inebriated "passenger"). The management treats individuals as customers, while the aircrew treats
them as passengers. Id.
133. See id.
134. See generally Firak & Schmaltz, supra note 20, at 15 (stating "[tihis is an incomplete solution because
it requires that air rage occur and also that an injury results within the scope of intentional tort law").
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admittedly an interim, incomplete answer to remedy intentional torts occurring on
flights over international waters but it could suffice until legislation is passed.
135
Additionally, the issue of punishing non-tort or non-injury actions still persists, even
with short term solutions. 136 Thus far, only four countries, the United States, the
United Kingdom, Australia, and Canada, have changed their laws to extend
jurisdiction beyond their borders and close the jurisdiction gap. 137
V. NEW LEGISLATION MODELS
Some international organizations that addressed air rage proposed legal
sanctions. 3 The most active organizations are The International Transport Workers
Federation (ITF), The International Air Transport Association (IATA), and the
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO). A number of the proposals may
be effective in addressing air rage, however each is dependent upon wide use or
recognition of the organization. Further, these organizations are not working
independently to advance the same cause.139 Recently, the IATA became an active
participant in an ICAO Study Group on Unruly Passengers, which bolsters the
reason that the proposals set forth by the ICAO should be reviewed and rapidly
approved. t40
135. See id.
136. See id.
137. See Air Rage, supra note 45; see also Huang, supra note 14, at 19 (showing that the ICAO Draft
Jurisdictional Clause relates to thejurisdiction of the State of landing, essentially codifying a practice which exists
in some states already). "Some States ... extend[] jurisdiction to offences on board a foreign aircraft which
subsequently lands in their respective territories." Id. See also ICAO Draft Jurisdictional Clause, infra App. C.
138. See Peter T. Reiss, AirRage: An Issue ofAviation Security and Safety, AIR LINE PILOT, June/July 1999,
at 10 (intimating that in addition to ICAO, the International Air Transport Association (IATA), the Airports Council
(ACI), and the International Federation of Air Line Pilots Associations (IFALPA) have cooperatively worked to
develop guidelines for training and legal proposals to address air rage).
139. See International Transport Workers' Federation, Air Rage: Time To Act, TRANSPORT INT'L. (Sept.
2001), available at http://www.itf.org.ukfTI/ti6/EnglishMTI6-l.htm (copy on file with The Transnational Lawyer)
(relating how the ITF is asking governments to extend their jurisdiction and assisted in producing the ICAO Draft
Jurisdiction Clause that would accomplish this).
140. See E-mail from Guiseppe M. Zaccagnini, IATA Legal Counsel-Geneva, to William P. Schwab (Dec.
11, 2000, 05:13:39 PST) (copy on file with The Transnational Lawyer).
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A. International Transport Workers' Federation
The 1TF is a global organization representing transport trade unions around the
globe. t4 1 The ITF proposed a Zero Air Rage Charter addressing unruly passengers
in civil aviation and is lobbying governments to have legislation in place by 2003.142
The intent of the Zero Air Rage Charter is threefold. 143 First, the trade union
intends to ensure that governments have legislation to address air rage issues.
144
Second, the Charter seeks to ensure that operators and handling agents have
comprehensive policies to address preventing, managing, and penalizing disruptive
passenger behavior.145 Finally, the ITF proposed the Charter based upon the
perception that urgent action is required to ensure that airport companies, airlines,
and law enforcement agencies have functioning liaison bodies to incorporate the
above goals and implement policing strategies to manage disruptive passengers.
46
B. International Air Transport Association
The IATA is responsible for economic regulation of international air
transportation. 4 7 The IATA's role is to "provide guidance and support [to its
member airlines] for any lobbying action aimed at legislative change," and not to
propose specific legislation. 48 The IATA "has been uniquely positioned to provide
141. See International Transport Workers' Federation, What is the ITF, at http://www.itf.org.uk/general/
information/Bodywhatis _thejitf.html (last visited Nov. 9,2001) (copy on file with The Transnational Lawyer)
(proclaiming ITF is a federation of 594 transport trade unions in 136 countries, representing around 5 million
workers). The ITF was founded in 1886 in London by European seafarers' and dockers' union leaders who realized
the need to organize internationally against strike breakers. Id. Today the ITF organizes workers in ships, ports,
railways, road freight and passenger transport, inland waterways, fisheries, tourism and civil aviation. Id.
142. See International Transport Workers' Federation, ITFAirRage Good Practice Guide, at http://www.itf.
org.uk/SECTIONS/Ca/airrage/Medial2.htm (last visited Apr. 11, 2001) (copy on file with The Transnational
Lawyer) (discussing the 100-page publication from a widespread consultation among aviation trade unions
representing employees involved in passenger handling, and in particular cabin crew and check in staff, in airlines
and airports across the world); see also INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT WORKERS FEDERATION, INT'L TRADE UNION
CHARTER FOR ACTIONAGAINSTDISRUPTION PASSENGER BEHAVIOR-A MESSAGE FOR GOVERNMENTS AND THE AIR
TRANSPORT INDUSTRY (2000), infra App. A (copy on file with The Transnational Lawyer). The International
Transport Workers Federation launched a Zero Air Rage Campaign for Action Against Disruptive Passenger
Behaviour demanding faster and more effective action from governments and the air transport industry to reduce
the risks to safety from air rage down towards zero. Id. The second annual Zero Air Rage Campaign was held July
6, 2001. Id.
143. See INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT WORKERS FEDERATION, INT'L TRADE UNION CHARTER FOR ACTION
AGAINSTDISRUPTIVEPASSENGERBEHAVIOR-AMESSAGEFOR GOvERNMENTS ANDTHEAIRTRANSPORTINDUSTRY,
infra App. A.
144. See id.
145. See id.
146. See id.
147. See James N. Fincher Watching Liability Limits Under the Warsaw Convention Fly Away, and the IATA
Initiative, 10 TRANSNAT'LLAW. 309,310 n.5 (1997) (citing Laurence E. Gesell,Aviation and the LawXV-5 (1989)).
148. E-mail from Zeccagnini, supra note 140. The support includes "implementation ofindividual company
policies on disruptive passengers and the preparation of a model MOU to be negotiated/signed by each airline with
police authorities at foreign destination airports ... to facilitate the arrest and prosecution of disruptive passengers."
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leadership to its member airlines, [with] representation from Security, Safety, Legal,
and Inflight Services, the IATA Working Group on Disruptive and Unruly
Passengers."' " 9
The IATA proposed the Memorandum of Understanding, a document of
agreement between air carriers, airports, and police to curb air rage. 5° However,
without specific legislation, disruptive passengers still have avenues to escape
punishment.
C. International Civil Aviation Organization
The most comprehensive effort to curb air rage is from the ICAO, which is
working to address the issue on an international basis.1'5  The ICAO assembled a
study group to track the unruly passenger problem over the past three years, with a
focus on three major areas for action: the preparation of a list of specific offenses;
the extension ofjurisdiction over such offenses; and the identification of appropriate
mechanisms for addressing these offenses.152 "The ICAO document is in the process
Id.; see also International Air Transport Association, Position Paper on Disruptive Passengers 3 [hereinafter
Position Paper] (copy on file with The Transnational Lawyer) (proclaiming in order for IATA efforts to succeed,
governmental authorities worldwide must pass legislation for the arrest and prosecution of disruptive passengers).
149. E-mail from Talu Sehra, IATAInflight Services-Geneva, to villiam P. Schwab (Dec. 11,2000,01:36:38
PST) (copy on file with The Transnational Lawyer). The Working Group efforts resulted in IATA Guidelines to
assist airlines to establish their own policies, the model MOU, and a Position Paper and Lobbying Plan to deal with
the air rage. Id. See also International Air Transport Association, Lobbying Process Blueprint (copy on file with The
Transnational Lawyer) (outlining the IATA process for seeking government action and approval of disruptive
passenger remedies); see also Position Paper, supra note 148 (discussing LATA's position on the disruptive
passenger problem). This can be summarized as follows: the "paramount concern" over air rage "must be addressed
promptly and effectively." Id. at 1. Though the industry has made progress in dealing with this dilemma, a
coordinated approach by the industry, "governments and law enforcement authorities worldwide" is required. Id.
Worldwide governments are urged to support the industry's efforts by "enasur[ing] domestic laws are in place to
permit the arrest and prosecution of disruptive passengers at destination airports." Id. at 3. The IATA "will persevere
in the challenging task of providing the effective, coordinated response required in the interest of safety and security
in modem age air travel" Id. at 5.
150. See David Learmont, New Rules Calm Down 'Air Rage' Passengers, FLIGHT INT'L, Apr. 4, 2000
(discussing the IATA seminar in Geneva where the Memorandum of Understanding was signed by numerous
airports, airlines, and other organizations); see also International Air Transport Association, Model Memorandum
of Understanding between [Carrier] and [Law EnforcementAuthority/Police] (copy on file with The Transnational
Lawyer) (proposing an agreement of understanding to curb air rage); see also infra App. B (including excerpts from
the "Memorandum of Understanding").
151. See E-mail from Michael Sheffer, supra note 78.
152. See E-mail from Denis Chagnon, supra note 17 (citing ICAO Public Information Paper Topic: Unruly
Passengers).
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of being drafted and is expected to be presented for approval . . . in 2001.'
International uniformity can be achieved if such a list is accepted... by a
large number of States. The Study Group [also] looked at the possibility of
developing, for the long term, an international legal instrument, which could
take the form of an international convention, amendments to existing
conventions, or an expanded application of existing instruments.
54
VI. JURISDICTION GAP RESOLUTIONS
In an answer to some of the jurisdiction gap issues, a few nations have laws that
reach beyond their borders to garner jurisdiction and protect passengers on their
airlines. 55 A U.S. law granting special aircraft jurisdiction over anyone committing
aircraft piracy by seizing or exercising control of an aircraft by force or violence
153. Id.
The problem relating to unruly/disruptive passengers continues to be of concern of the international
aviation community. An ICAO Secretariat Study Group is reviewing its legal aspects and has prepared
draft model legislation. The draft includes a list of offences committed on board aircraft, other than
highjacking, sabotage, etc., which are already regulated internationally, and addresses the issue of
jurisdiction. It is intended to be finalized in 2001 and will then be recommended to all 185 ICAO
Contracting States for adoption.
Id.
ICAO Contracting State are as follows:
Afghanistan, Albania, Algeria, Andorra, Angola, Antigua and Barbunda, Argentina, Armenia, Australia,
Austria, Azerbaijan, Bahamas, Bahrain, Bangladesh, Barbados, Belarus, Belgium, Belize, Benin,
Bhutan, Bolivia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Botswana, Brazil, Brunei Darussalam, Bulgaria, Burkina
Faso, Burundi, Cambodia, Cameroon, Canada, Cape Verde, Central Africa Republic, Chad, Chile,
China, Colombia, Comoros, Congo, Cook Islands, Cote d'Ivoire, Croatia, Cuba, Cyprus, Czech
Republic, Democratic Peoples' Republic of Korea, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Denmark,
Djibouti, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Egypt, El Salvador, Equatorial Guinea, Eritrea, Estonia,
Ethiopia, Fiji, Finland, France, Gabon, Gambia, Georgia, Germany, Ghana, Greece, Grenada,
Guatemala, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Guyana, Haiti, Honduras, Hungary, Iceland, India, Indonesia, Iran
(Islamic Republic of,), Iraq, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Jamaica, Japan, Jordan, Kazakhstan, Kenya, Kiribati,
Kuwait, Kyrgyzstan, Lao Peoples' Democratic Republic, Latvia, Lebanon, Lesotho, Liberia, Libyan
Arab Jamahiriya, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Madagascar, Malawi, Malaysia, Maldives, Mali, Malta,
Marshall Islands, Mauritania, Mauritius, Mexico, Micronesia (Federated States of), Monaco, Mongolia,
Morocco, Mozambique, Myanmar, Namibia, Nauru, Nepal, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua,
Niger, Nigeria, Norway, Oman, Pakistan, Palau, Panama, Papua New Guinea, Paraguay, Peru,
Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Qatar, Republic of Korea, Republic of Moldova, Romania, Russian
Federation, Rwanda, St. Lucia, St. Vincent and the Grenadas, Samoa, San Marino, Sao Tome and
Principe, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Singapore, Slovakia, Slovenia, Solomon
Islands, Somalia, South Africa, Spain, Sri Lanka, Sudan, Suriname, Swaziland, Sweden, Switzerland,
Syrian Arab Republic, Tajikistan, Thailand, Former Yugoslavian Republic of Macedonia, Togo, Tonga,
Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia, Turkey, Turkmenistan, Uganda, Ukraine, United Arab Emirates, United
Kingdom, United Republic of Tanzania, United States, Uruguay, Uzbekistan, Vanuatu, Venezuela, Viet
Nam, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Zambia, Zimbabwe.
See International Civil Aviation Organization, ICAO JouRNAL, March 2001, at 30.
154. E-mail from Denis Chagnon, supra note 17.
155. See Air Rage, supra note 45.
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could serve as a jurisdiction gap legislation model against an unruly passenger
disturbance.156 This special aircraft jurisdiction is applicable if a U.S. national is
aboard an aircraft, if the offender is a U.S. national, or if the offender is later found
in the United States.
157
Similarly, Australia, Canada, and the United Kingdom have also passed
legislation to extend jurisdiction to offenses on board a foreign aircraft which
subsequently lands in their respective territories.
158
[A]t present [there is] no clear rule under public international law as to what
extent and under what conditions States may exercise jurisdiction over an
offense committed on board foreign aircraft outside their territory.
Accordingly, in the absence of an international convention regulating this
matter, or until the practice of extending jurisdiction becomes an established
customary rule, a cautious attitude regarding the extraterritorial element of
such jurisdiction is deemed advisable. The objective is to limit the scope of
jurisdiction and prevent potential conflicts of jurisdiction. The ICAO has
answered this in its draft jurisdictional clause. 159
Prior to publishing the final draft for approval, the ICAO study group sent a survey
to its 185 Contracting States regarding the three major focus areas to further
incorporate issues in the draft.160 The Draft Jurisdictional Clause serves as a model
for local legislation to incorporate as an interim measure until a treaty is ratified.
VII. CONCLUSION
What happened to civility? As our planet gets smaller through globalization and
transportation, are we becoming less civil to our neighbors? Surely there must be a
lowest common denominator of how human beings should treat each other. Do we
156. 49 U.S.C. § 46502 (2001).
157. See id. (discussing that the punishment for aircraft piracy in the special aircraft jurisdiction of the United
States ranges from twenty years to life imprisonment to the death penalty); see also 49 U.S.C. § 46506
(incorporating the prohibitions of other federal statutes for crimes against the person, making them applicable on
aircraft in flight); see also Robert P. Warren, Outline to Prosecuting Federal Crimes Committed Against Airline
Personnel and Passengers, AIR TRANSPORT AssociATION, at http:llwww.air-transport.orglpublic/publications/
10l.asp (Mar. 21, 2000) (copy on file with The Transnational Lawyer) (outlining U.S. statutory provisions for
prosecuting crimes against air crew members).
158. E-mail from Denis Chagnon, supra note 17 (citing ICAO Public Information Paper Topic: Unruly
Passengers).
159. Id.; see also ICAO Working Paper No. A33-WP/35, supra note 19 (outlining the proposed Model
Legislation on Certain Offences Committed on Board Civil Aircraft section 4 Jurisdictional Clause); see also infra
App. C (containing the entire text of the Model Legislation).
160. Id.; see also Huang, supra note 14, at 19 (clarifying three categories of offenses: offenses of interference
with an aircrew member-to protect the professionals while on duty; offenses that jeopardize safety or result in a
disturbance-acts against others; and finally offenses not specifically covered in the first two-affecting the safety
of the aircraft: tampering with smoke detectors, using electronic devices, and others).
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respond to our neighbor with less civility today than even fifty years ago? The
answer is yes, at least with respect to international air travel.
Now it is time for action, as instances of torts and other interferences among
passengers and the aircrew professionals are on the rise. 161 Many feel that only
persons committing acts of air rage should be held responsible for their conduct
while others may blame the airlines for crowding flights or rewarding
inconvenienced travelers with alcohol vouchers.' 62 In some instances, the
"customer" is not always right.
Whom do these air rage acts offend? They offend at least the immediate
surrounding passengers. However, ultimate repercussions could affect everyone on
board the aircraft.' 63 Many who have connecting flights may be inconvenienced
when a flight is delayed or cancelled because it was diverted to remove an
obnoxious passenger. Remedies for dealing with even the most remote incident of
air rage demand a new international agreement. Penalties should be stiff and
punishment should be uniform around the globe.
Private trade unions and public governing organizations for international civil
aviation have answered the call to propose new legislation to standardize what
constitutes an offense by an unruly passenger. Resolution has floundered. Accurate,
quantifiable statistics of the severity of the problem were initially difficult to obtain.
To date, the ICAO proposals for combating air rage are the most comprehensive
and are supported by international organizations. The ICAO is experienced in
drafting broad-reaching solutions to problems encountered in air travel. Therefore,
the ICAO is best poised to present its solutions to the current air rage crisis. A new
treaty is an appropriate response, but may take some time. During the interim,
countries should incorporate into local legislation the draft jurisdictional clause
proposed by the ICAO to ensure all nations are like-minded when pursuing air rage
offenders.
The solution is on the horizon. With world powers such as the United States and
the United Kingdom taking the lead, it is likely the rest of ICAO contracting nations
will follow suit.
161. See 'Crime in a Can,' supra note 13.
162. See Dan Rozek, Skies Could Have a Limit: Two Drinks, CHICAGO SuN-TIMEs, July 26, 2001, at 3
(discussing Senator Diane Feinstein's proposal to back legislation of a two drink maximum if airlines do not
voluntarily agree). "[W]e've got a growing problem with air rage fueled by excessive drinking." Id.
163. See Air Rioters, supra note 28.
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APPENDIX A
ITF ZERO AIR RAGE CHARTER
"The Zero Air Rage Charter from the ITF identifies three main areas where urgent
action is required. Furthermore it starts a countdown towards clear target dates for
achieving progress. Trade unions want to work hand in hand with governments, with
the operators, and the airports to meet these targets and to ensure a safe and secure
air travel environment for all passengers and staff. The ITF calls upon:
GOVERNMENTS to have in place, or in passage, by the end of 2002, laws
which give their police forces and courts the power to prosecute all
incidents which occur on any flight from any country, which land in their
territory. In addition, an international convention (or an amendment to an
existing Convention) under the auspices of ICAO, should be ready for all
governments to sign by the end of 2003. Governments to have in place
mandatory regulations for operational training and equipment by the end of
2002.
OPERATORS, HANDLING AGENTS AND AIRPORTS to have in place
comprehensive policies, negotiated with trade unions, for preventing,
managing and penalising disruptive passenger behaviour, by the end of
2001.
AIRPORT COMPANIES, AIRLINES, HANDLING AGENTS AND LAW
ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES to have in place functioning liaison bodies,
which should also include trade unions, for planning and implementing an
integrated strategy for the prevention, management and policing of
disruptive passenger behaviour, by the end of 2001."
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APPENDIX B
IATA MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
MOU 6A3 which states in part:
1. When ground staff or designated representatives of [AIRLINE] at the
boarding station in [AIRPORT] are faced with a disruptive passenger
or a potentially disruptive passenger, they will request the assistance of
[POLICE] in handling the disruptive passenger or in determining
whether boarding the potentially disruptive passenger may constitute
an unreasonable danger to the safety and security of the flight, the
passengers and/or the crew.
2. When the Aircraft Commander on a flight bound for [AIRPORT] has
reasonable grounds to believe that an incident has taken place, is taking
place or may take place on board the aircraft, the Aircraft Commander
shall provide to the [COORDINATOR OF THE OPERATIONS
CONTROL CENTRE/AIRLINE REPRESENTATIVE] of that
destination, to the extent that this is operationally feasible, all
reasonably available information on the general nature of the incident...
3. The Aircraft Commander shall also suggest what, if any, action would
be an appropriate response to the incident. This may include, at the
Aircraft Commander's discretion, a request that the [POLICE] meet the
aircraft on arrival.
4. Based on information provided by the Aircraft Commander, the
[AIRLINE REPRESENTATIVE] will contact the [POLICE] and report
the matter, confirming the Aircraft Commander's request for police
attendance on arrival of the aircraft. This report and request will include
all relevant available information.
5. The number of the gate designated for the arrival of the aircraft
concerned and other airport information will be passed on to the
[POLICE] by the [AIRLINE REPRESENTATIVE] as soon as
available.
6. The [AIRLINE REPRESENTATIVE] will inform the [AIRLINE]
ground staff controller of the impending arrival of the aircraft and of the
general nature of the incident, in order that ground staff may be made
aware of potential problems in relation to the handling of all the other
passengers and may be in a position to facilitate the [POLICE] in the
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performance of their duty.
7. The [AIRLINE REPRESENTATIVE], in cooperation with the
[AIRPORT] staff and the [POLICE], will ensure that a briefing room
is available where the [POLICE] may take statements from those
passengers who witnessed the incident. The [AIRLINE
REPRESENTATIVE] will also facilitate the processing of these
passenger witnesses by Customs and Immigration authorities, as
appropriate and reasonable under the circumstances.
8. [AIRLINE] will make all crewmembers involved in the incident
available to give statements and otherwise assist the [POLICE] in the
handling of the incident. The [POLICE] acknowledge that normally it
would be inappropriate for statements of crew to be taken on board the
aircraft, and thus will endeavour to provide sufficient resources to
ensure that statements are taken from relevant crewmembers at the
sign-off location, or in some other appropriate location.
9. As practicable and appropriate, [AIRLINE] ground staff will also
advise Customs, Immigration and interline connection contacts, in order
to facilitate the transfer of any passengers giving statements so as to
avoid or minimise delay to their onward travel.
10. Where appropriate, and in order to enhance goodwill and promote
continued cooperation in the handling of disruptive passenger incidents,
[AIRLINE] will endeavour to recognise passenger and crew witnesses
for their assistance and will inform them of the final outcome in the
prosecution of the incident.
PART II
ACTION BY THE [POLICE]
1. At the request of ground staff or designated representatives of
[AIRLINE] at the boarding station in [AIRPORT], [POLICE] will
intervene to deal with a disruptive passenger as necessary and
appropriate, and will assist in determining whether boarding a
potentially disruptive passenger may constitute an unreasonable danger
to the safety and security of the flight, the passengers and/or the crew.
2. Upon receipt of information from [AIRLINE] that an incident has taken
place on board a flight inbound for [AIRPORT], the relevant duty
officer will ensure that on the basis of the information and request
transmitted to [AIRLINE REPRESENTATIVE] by the Aircraft
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Commander, appropriate police in uniform are deployed to meet the
flight at the time of arrival. The [POLICE] will cooperate with
[AIRLINE] in investigating the incident as swiftly as possible upon the
arrival of the aircraft, and where there is reasonable cause to believe
that a criminal offence has been committed will take all possible action,
including the arrest of the alleged offender(s).
3. The [POLICE] will take statements from passenger witnesses at the
briefing room provided at the airport. Once passengers have given their
statements, the [POLICE] will facilitate their processing by
Immigration, Customs and any other governmental agencies so as to
avoid or minimise inconvenience and delay of their onward travel.
4. The [POLICE] will endeavour to ensure that a sufficient number of
officers will be on hand to take statements from the crew so as to
minimise disruption and delay to the crew and to [AIRLINE's]
operations. This may require the [POLICE] to take statements at the
crew's sign-off location rather than at the airport.
5. Throughout the event, the relevant duty officer will maintain close
contact and coordination with the [AIRLINE REPRESENTATIVE].
6. [POLICE] will make every effort to develop local arrangements to
convey the final outcome of the investigation of the incident to
[AIRLINE REPRESENTATIVE], so that all appropriate [AIRLINE]
personnel can be notified in a timely manner.
7. Without any obligation or commitment by or to either party hereunder,
the [POLICE] may review and provide comments and
recommendations to [AIRLINE] on its policy and procedures for
handling disruptive passenger incidents, with the objective of
facilitating the prosecution of other incidents in the future.
8. Following consultation and as appropriate under the circumstances,
[POLICE] will cooperate with [AIRLINE] and/or the individual
victim(s) in reference to any publicity or press release relative to the
incident.
9. [POLICE] will endeavour to provide support, reassurance and advice
to the victim(s) of an incident including, where appropriate, possible
referral to a victim care organisation.
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PART III
PROSECUTIONS
1. If it is determined that sufficient grounds exist to pursue the matter
through the criminal process, [AIRLINE] will:
a) Make staff available as witnesses, on rostered paid time, for
reasonable preparation and for court appearances as required;
b) Consent to the use of its name and to the disclosure of relevant
details of the incident in the course of criminal proceedings, and to
the release to the public of any records or reports of the
proceedings, as may be permitted under applicable law; and
c) Consent to the disclosure, as may be necessary in the course of
criminal proceedings, of its current policy and procedures on the
handling of disruptive passenger incidents.
PART IV
LEGISLATIVE CHANGES
[CARRIER], in cooperation with other interested airlines and with the International
Air Transport Association (IATA), is prepared to join any industry action in support
of the adoption of legislative amendments or of regulations aimed at establishing or
improving measures and procedures that will facilitate the handling by the
[POLICE] of future disruptive passenger incidents.
APPENDIX C
ICAO DRAFt MODEL LEGISLATION
The following is the Draft Model Legislation on Offences Committed on Board
Civil Aircraft by Unruly or Disruptive Passengers (text proposed at fourth meeting
of ICAO Secretariat Study Group on Unruly Passengers, 26-27 October 2000):
"Section 1:
Assault and Other Acts of Interference against a Crew Member on Board
a Civil Aircraft.
Any person who commits on board a civil aircraft any of the following acts thereby
commits an offence:
(1) assault, intimidation or threat, whether physical or verbal, against a
crew member, if such act interferes with the performance of the duties
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of the crew member or lessens the ability of the crew member to
perform those duties;
(2) refusal to follow a lawful instruction given by the aircraft commander,
or on behalf of the aircraft commander by a crew member, for the
purpose of ensuring the safety of the aircraft or of any person or
property on board or for the purpose of maintaining good order and
discipline on board.
Section 2:
Assault and Other Acts Endangering Safety or Jeopardizing Good Order and
Discipline on Board a Civil Aircraft
(1) Any person who commits on board a civil aircraft an act of physical
violence against a person, or of sexual assault or child molestation,
thereby commits an offence.
(2) Any person who commits on board a civil aircraft any of the following
acts, if such act is likely to endanger the safety of the aircraft or of any
person on board, or if such act jeopardizes the good order and discipline
on board the aircraft, commits an offence:
(a) assault, intimidation or threat, whether physical or verbal, against
another person;
(b) intentionally causing damage to, or destruction of, property;
(c) consuming alcoholic beverages or drugs resulting in intoxication.
Section 3:
Other Offences Committed on Board a Civil Aircraft.
Any person who commits on board a civil aircraft any of the following acts thereby
commits an offence:
(1) smoking in a lavatory or elsewhere in a manner likely to endanger the
safety of the aircraft;
(2) tampering with a smoke detector or any other safety-related devices
installed on board the aircraft;
(3) operating a portable electronic device when such act is prohibited.
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Section 4:
Jurisdiction
1. The jurisdiction of (Name of State) shall extend to any offence under
Sections 1, 2, or 3 of this Act if the act constituting an offence took
place on board:
(1) any civil aircraft registered in (Name of State); or
(2) any civil aircraft leased with or without crew to an operator whose
principal place of business is in (Name of State) or, if the operator
does not have a principal place of business, whose permanent
residence is in (Name of State); or
(3) any civil aircraft on or over the territory of (Name of State); or
(4) any other civil aircraft in flight outside (Name of State), if
(a) the next landing of the aircraft is in (Name of State); and
(b) the aircraft commander has delivered the suspected
offender to the competent authorities of (Name of State),
requested its authorities to prosecute the suspected
offender and affirmed that no similar request has been or
will be made by the commander or the operator to any
other State.
2. The term "in flight" as used in this section means the period from the
moment when power is applied for the purpose of take-off until the
moment the landing run ends.

